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I. INTRODUCTION

Two characteristic features found in the formation of the Korean Civil Code are as

follows: indirect adoption and mixed adoption of foreign laws. "Indirect adoption" re-

fers to the fact that Korea accepted the Western modem civil law through the Japanese

Civil Code (or Manchurian Civil Code) as a medium. "Mixed adoption" indicates that

the Japanese or Manchurian Civil Code, which is the immediate parent of the Korean

Civil Code, was itself a product of adoption of laws of many different countries. These

characteristics have positive effects on the Korean civil law studies, such as open atti-

tudes towards foreign law and cost-savings in administering the legal system. However,
we cannot neglect the negative effects, such as the tendency to accept foreign doctrines

in an uncritical manner and the tendency to theorize without regard to the historical

backgrounds and differences of overall legal structure of the originating countries.

This article offers a critical assessment of the Statutory Liability Theory

(Gewdhrleistungstheorie),' which purports to explain seller's liability for latent defect

of the thing sold. This is one of the major, ongoing theoretical topics in the study of

Korean civil law. The Statutory Liability Theory started in Germany and was passed

on to Korea through Japan. The process through which this theory established itself in

the study of Korean civil law seems to reveal the negative features of mixed and indi-

rect adoption of foreign laws, which I mentioned above.

II. "RECEPTION" OF STATUTORY LIABILITY THEORY
(GE WAHRLEISTUNGTHEORIE)

A. Statutory Liability Theory (Gewdhrleistungstheorie) and Contractual Breach
Theory (Erfilllungstheorie)

The debate on the nature of seller's liability for latent defect in German civil law

arose in connection with sale of a specific thing. The Statutory Liability Theory ap-
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peared during the Gemeines Recht period. It started from the notion that the intention
of the parties does not cover the quality of the object of sale. When a specified thing
is the object of a contract, the obligation is fixed on the thing as it is (die Sache, die da
so ist), because it has objective quality, regardless of what people think about it.2

What the parties think about the quality of a specified thing cannot be the contents of
the legal transaction, but can only be a motive. Therefore, if the seller delivers the
specified thing "as it is," it will be considered as valid performance, and he will not be
responsible for non-fulfillment of a contractual obligation. Seller's liability for latent
defect is, according to Statutory Liability Theory, a special remedy made available to
a buyer in such a case.

In contrast to the Statutory Liability Theory, there is a theory called Contractual
Breach Theory (Erfidllungstheorie). This theory views seller's liability for latent de-
fect as a remedy for seller's non-fulfillment of its contractual obligations. In other
words, in sale of a specified thing, simply delivering the title and possession of the
object is not the full performance of the obligation. According to this theory, the qual-
ity of the object of sale is not just a motive but the content of the sale transaction.
Thus, in sale of a specified thing, the seller has contractual obligation to ensure that
the object is of satisfactory quality.

B. Critical Evaluation

The Statutory Liability Theory in German civil law is thought to be based on the
study of Roman law. But this is questionable. Seller's liability for latent defect in
Roman law was quite different in each period; the range of these differences was,
depending on views, as big as the differences between the Statutory Liability Theory
and the Contractual Breach Theory itself. It is difficult to find any connections be-
tween Roman law and the discussion of German civil law on seller's liability for war-
ranty. Even if we limit our inquiry to the post-classical Roman law of Justinian's era,
which had relatively greater influence on the development of seller's liability in mod-
em civil law system, any direct relevance is still hard to find. In short, the Statutory
Liability Theory is a creation of German civil law studies.

The Statutory Liability Theory of Germany has been accepted uncritically in Ja-
pan and in Korea. For a long time, this theory has been regarded as an unassailable
principle. Yet the validity of this theory is hard to approve. The problem starts with
"the dogma of specified thing," which is the premise of the Statutory Liability Theory.
Above all, "the dogma of specified thing" does not square with common sense. Who
would be convinced of a notion that "the quality of the object of sale is not the sub-

2 Japanese scholars named this theory 'specified thing dogma' and such phrase is being used in Ko-
rea as well.
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stance of the sale contract?" A legal theory, which defies common sense, is only a

fiction, which cannot have viability. In making a contract of sale of a specified thing,

it should be viewed that the parties are exchanging their intentions about an "object

that has a certain quality" and "a certain amount of the purchase price." It should be

noted that some advocates of Statutory Liability Theory in Korea go to the extent of

using this theory to explain even the liability for defect of title3 and the seller's liabil-

ity for fungibles. This is quite different from Germany where the application of the

Statutory Liability Theory is limited to the sale of a specified thing. How are we to

understand a view that tries to explain with the Statutory Liability Theory those mat-

ters that the "dogma of specified thing" does not apply from the start? In discussing

the nature of the seller's liability for latent defect, we should avoid the fetters of his-

tory, and search for rules for ourselves.

III. DEFORMING "STATUTORY LIABILITY THEORY"

A. The Relationship between Articles 374 and 462 and the Statutory Liability Theory

According to the dogma of specified thing as it is understood in German Civil

law, whether the defect of the object is innate or caused afterwards is not an issue.

However, the Korean Statutory Liability Theory is different. This is due to articles

3744 and 4625 of the Korean Civil Code. German Civil Code does not have compara-

ble clauses. Many commentators in Korea understand these two articles as follows:

Although the object of sale (a specified thing) has a defect caused after the formation

of the contract of sale, the seller will be considered to have fulfilled his obligation as

long as he preserves the object with due diligence and delivers it on the due date; but

if he fails to take due care of the thing sold and thereby giving rise to a defect, he will

have to compensate according to article 390.6 According to this view, article 374 is a

major obstacle in accepting the German dogma of specified thing because this article

3 Cf Articles of 570 through 579 of the Korean Civil Code.
4 Civil Act, Act No. 7427 (March 31, 2005).

Article 374 (Duty of Obligor to Deliver Specific Thing with Good Manager's Care) If the delivery
of a specific thing is the subject of a claim, the obligor is bound to preserve such thing with the care
of a good manager until it is delivered. Available at http://elaw.klri.re.kr/

sCivil Act, Act No. 7427 (March 31, 2005).
Article 462 (Delivery of Specific Thing in its Existing Condition) If the delivery of a specific thing
is the subject of the obligation, the obligor must deliver the thing in the condition in which it exists
at the time when the delivery thereof is due. Available at http://elaw.klri.re.kr/

6 Civil Act, Act No. 7427 (March 31, 2005).
Article 390 (Non-performance of Obligations and Compensation for Damages) If an obligor fails to
effect performance in accordance with the tenor and purport of the obligation, the obligee may claim
damages: Provided, That this shall not apply to cases where performance has become impossible and
where this is not due to the obligor's intention or negligence. Available at http://elaw.klri.re.kr/
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prescribes a "contractual obligation" of the obligor to deliver the object without a de-
fect, which becomes effective upon the formation of the contract.7 Because of this, the
Korean Statutory Liability Theory is invoked to deal with the seller's liability for in-
nate defects. In short, the Statutory Liability Theory of Korea is very different from
that of Germany.

However, is it not possible to take the position that article 374 goes to show that
the Statutory Liability Theory in respect of latent defect of specified thing cannot be
adopted in Korea? We would have to investigate further in order to determine whether
article 374 has a significant meaning or is only an advisory provision, but the infer-
ence above is appropriate in either case. If article 374 has a special meaning, it should
be dealt with importance, and even if it is only an advisory provision, it still has the
same importance because it would be a different expression of other very important
provisions.

B. Critical View on Whether or not Article 374 and 462 are Pertinent

1. Article 374

Article 374 of Korean Civil Code is the same as Article 400 of Japanese Civil
Code. 8 Both provisions were I influenced by French Civil Code articles 113610 and
1137, especially the former. Thus, we need to examine French Civil Code article 1136
to have a better understanding of article 374 of Korean Civil Code.

First of all, we need to keep in mind that French Civil Code article 1136 is prem-
ised upon the concept of an obligation to give (obligation de donner). There is a big
difference between Korea and France in understanding this concept. "Obligation de
donner" as distinct from an obligation to do (obligation de faire), refers to "transfer
of title." Therefore, this concept can only be discussed when the contents of obliga-
tion include the change of title. The French Civil Code adopted the "consensual sys-

7 This is the same in Japan.
Civil Code, Act No. 89 (June 21, 2005).
Article 400 (Duty of Care in cases of Delivery of Specified Things) If the subject of a claim is the de-
livery of any specified things, the obligor must take custody of such property with due care of a pru-
dent manager until the completion of such delivery. Available at http://www.cas.go.jp/jp/seisaku/
hourei/data/CC _2.pdf
Article 334 (provision on the obligation of delivery) and Article 462 (provision on the obligation of
preservation) of Japanese Civil Code before revision are revised and combined to form Article 400
of today.

o Civil Code, Act No. 2006-399 (April 4, 2006).
Article 1136: An obligation to transfer carries that of delivering the thing and of keeping it until de-
livery, on pain of damages to the creditor. Available at http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/html/codes
traduits/codecivil textA.htm#§%20 1%20-%200f/20Payment%20in%20General(Article
1136:L'obligation de donner emporte celle de livrer la chose et de la conserver jusqu'd la livraison, A
peine de dommages et intdrets envers le crdancier.)
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tem,"" which means that the change of title takes place upon the contract becoming

effective. 12 Thus, in a contract of "transfer of title," the obligor's duty to transfer the

title merely has a theoretical significance. It is not an actual obligation.13 The dis-

charge of the obligation de donner in French Civil Code does not require an act of

performance, but is the effect of the contract itself.

Now, let us look at the significance of French Civil Code article 1136. This arti-

cle provides that the "obligation de donner" includes both an obligation to deliver

(obligation de livrer) and an obligation to conserve (obligation de conserver). In other

words, under the consensual system, the French Civil Code is stipulating that obliga-

tion de livrer and obligation de conserverl4 are incidental to the "obligation de don-

ner." Thus, article 1136 is closely connected to the French adoption of the consensual

system in the transfer of title. We can easily understand why article 400 of Japanese

Civil Code stipulates the seller's duty to conserve the thing sold because Japan ac-

cepted this consensual system as in the French Civil Code.

However, the situation in Korea is different. Under the Korean law, transfer of ti-

tle requires more than completion of a contract. Delivery (in the case of movables) or

registration (in the case of immovables) is necessary (formalistic system).' 5 Therefore,
the seller's obligation to preserve and deliver the thing sold is the main and also an

actual obligation, non-performance of which gives rise to liability under article 390

(breach of contract).16 In French or Japanese law, the seller's obligation de donner is

in need of no concrete act of performance to effect transfer of title except for the inci-

dental obligations to deliver and to preserve. In Korea, on the other hand, there was

no need to stipulate the seller's obligation to preserve (article 374 of Korean Civil

Code) separately because that obligation is central and inherent to the seller's obliga-

tion arising from the contract of sale. In other words, what the article 374 prescribes is

already included in article 390.

2. Article 462

Article 462 of Korean Civil Code is substantially the same as article 483 of

1 By a consensual system, the author means what is popularly known as the "deeds" system whereby
two parties can transfer the title to a property by delivering and accepting a deed to that property.
The deeds system is often contrasted with the Torrens system whereby the transfer of title does not
become effective until such transfer is registered with the central recording body administered by
the government. In this paper, the Torrens system is called the formalistic system while the deeds
system is called the consensual system.

12 See French Civil Code article 1138(1)
1 Due to this reason, Professor Carbonnier of France expresses the moment obligation de donner

exists as "le temps d'un 6clair."
14 "Obligation de livrer" and "obligation de conserver" are included in obligation de faire.
1 In this paper, the Torrens system is called the formalistic system while the deeds system is called

the consensual system.
For example, obligation de livrer of seller is the most essential obligation in sales of movables. See
Korean Civil Act, article 188(1).
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Japanese Civil Code.'7 The Japanese provision was influenced by French Civil Code
article 1245.18 Thus, we need to have a look at French Civil Code article 1245 in order
to have a better understanding of Article 462 of Korean Civil Code.

French Civil Code article 1245 is an attempt to strike a balance between the fol-
lowing two principles: (i) the principle of res perit domino as a principle dealing with
the risk associated with a thing (risque de la chose); and (ii) the principle that every-
one is responsible for what he or she causes (chacun est responsable du prejudice
qu'il cause). While article 1136 is only about an obligation to give (obligation de
donner), article 1245 is applicable to all obligations concerning a specified thing
whether it is an obligation to give (obligation de donner) or an obligation to do (obli-
gation defaire). As a result of applying the first of these two principles, the seller of a
specified thing can deliver the object in the condition that it is in at the time of deliv-
ery (dans l'tat oit il se trouve lors de la livraison). This is because, as from the mo-
ment of completion of sale contract, the seller holds the thing sold as a thing belong-
ing to the buyer. It is the buyer, therefore, who should bear the risk of it being de-
stroyed or damaged. On the other hand, the seller has an obligation to take due care
and preserve the object according to article 1136, 1137, 1302 and 1303 because he
is carrying someone else's property, and if he violates this duty, he must compensate.
This is the second of the two principles included in article 1245. Thus, article 1245
does no more than reaffirming the contents of other articles or general principles that
are the premises of French Civil Code.

Now, let us look at article 462 of Korean Civil Code. The predominant view
among Korean commentators is as follows: Where a contract requires delivery of a
specified thing, the obligation will be deemed to have been fully discharged when the
specified thing is delivered on the due date even if the thing has in the meantime dete-
riorated or has been damaged after the execution of the contract (Article 462); but if
the deterioration was due to the party's failure to take due care, he must compensate
(Article 374).

1 Civil Code, Act No. 89 (June 21, 2005).
Article 483 (Delivery of Specific Thing in its Existing State) If the subject of a claim is the delivery
of a specific thing, the person who intends to effect any performance must deliver such thing on an
"as-is" basis as of the time when the delivery is due. Available at http://www.cas.gojp/jp/seisaku/
hourei/data/CC 2.pdf

18 Civil Code, Act No. 2006-399 (April 4, 2006).
Article 1245: The debtor of a thing certain and determined is discharged by the delivery of the
thing in the condition in which it is at the time of delivery, provided that deteriorations which hap-
pened to it did not come from his act or his fault, or from that of persons for whom he is responsi-
ble, or that before those deteriorations he was not under notice of default. Available at
http://www.legifrance.gouv. fr/html/codes traduits/code civil textA.htm#§%201%20-
%200f/o20Payment%20in%2OGeneral
(Article 1245:Le d6biteur d'un corps certain et d6termin6 est lib6r6 par la remise de la chose en
l'6tat oa elle se trouve lors de la livraison, pourvu que les d6t6riorations qui y sont survenues ne
viennent point de son fait ou de sa faute, ni de celle des personnes dont il est responsable, ou
qu'avant ces d6t6riorations il ne ffit pas en demeure.)
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However, it is doubtful whether such an understanding of Article 462 could have

any practical significance. If the thing to be delivered is damaged after the contract is

completed, the situation can be dealt with either as an instance of incomplete per-

formance or a matter of bearing risk depending on whether the debtor was at fault. .

Thus it seems that there is no situation in which article 462 becomes applicable and

affects the legal position of the parties. In other words, article 462 can be repealed

without causing any practical difficulties. Also, the predominant view would have it

that this provision clearly indicates that the dogma of specified thing was adopted by

the Korean Civil Code. But this view is unacceptable as the provision can be traced

back to the French Civil Code where the dogma of specified thing is unknown. Nor

was article 483 of Japanese Civil Code based on the dogma of specified thing. When

article 483 of Japanese Civil Code was enacted, the dogma of specified thing was not

even recognized.

3. Synthesis
According to Statutory Liability Theory, articles 374 and 462 are of crucial sig-

nificance to seller's liability for latent defect. However, as discussed above, these two

articles are hardly of any significance since they merely reaffirm the contents of other

provisions. A theory, which relies on provisions, which have little, if any, significance,

is most likely to be fallacious. Such a theory could sometimes cause serious distortion

to the whole legal system. Especially, the view that understands article 462 as the

statutory ground for the dogma of specified thing is untenable. If one wishes to adopt

a German theory, one should seek support from provisions of German pedigree. It

would be rather incongruous to attempt to support a German theory with provisions

originated from the French Civil Code, which have no significance even in France.

IV. CONCLUSION

Germany, where the Statutory Liability Theory originated, now prescribes in its

revised Civil Code that the seller has obligation to provide things that have no mate-

rial defect or deficiency of right (BGB §433 I). There is no longer any reason for us to

rely on a notion which was imported to Korea through a dubious back door, which

disappeared even in its birth place, and which is not suited to our transaction system

and way of thinking. The debate among Korean commentators on the liability for la-

tent defect has gone beyond the point of being useful. We cannot expect sound devel-

opment of rules on contractual liability unless we resolve this problem one way or

another. Korea is a country, which depends very greatly on overseas trade. It would

be useful and wise for us to follow the worldwide trend (e.g., the Covenant of Interna-

tional Sales of Goods) and seek harmonization of the Korean norms of contractual
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liability with worldwide trend. The Statutory Liability Theory is an obstacle to this.
The development of law is a process through which the society seeks and finds

most efficient and appropriate standards for its members. It is a process of "adapting the
norm to the society." One way to achieve this, I think, is through "simplification of pro-
visions." No matter how good a theory is, it would not be accepted if it becomes too
complex to be useful. Such a theory has no economic efficiency. It is advisable to moni-
tor the legislations and doctrines of other countries and use the information to reflect
upon ourselves. But this must be done with a critical spirit and practical outlook. Un-
critical acceptance of foreign theories or over-indulgence in theoretical debates which
have little practical usefulness will make us remain in the shades of foreign civil law
studies and interfere with the process of "adapting the norm to our society."
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